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ABSTRACT

A critical aspect of formal help-giving tasks in the enterprise is finding the right expert. We built and evaluated a
tool, Find an Expert, to examine what the most important expert selection criteria are for help-seekers and how to represent them in expert selection interfaces for formal helpgiving tasks. We observed users’ expert selection decisions
and found that the diversity of topic expertise and the amount
of related experience were significantly important in helping
users decide which expert to contact. Through self-reported
data from users, we found that in addition to expertise and experience, expert accessibility indicators, like online availability and language proficiency, were considered important criteria for selecting experts. Finally, publicly-displayed crowdsourced ratings of experts, while deemed useful indicators of
expert quality by help-seekers, raised concerns for experts.
We conclude with suggestions regarding the design of expert
selection interfaces for formal help-giving tasks.
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INTRODUCTION

A key aspect of troubleshooting tasks within the enterprise
is finding the right expert for a given problem. While expert
finding in the enterprise has been broadly examined in the
HCI literature, most studies have focused on informal helpgiving tasks of knowledge workers, e.g., seeking colleagues
for gathering information on a particular topic [24] [30]. In
contrast, our goal was to understand expert selection in formal help-giving tasks, such as collaborative troubleshooting
of equipment issues in an industrial setting.
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With the proliferation of mobile devices in the enterprise,
technicians performing equipment maintenance increasingly
engage in real-time collaborative troubleshooting with remote
experts [19]. We were interested in understanding how to
design expert search tools for collaborative troubleshooting
tasks. More broadly, we wanted to examine how to best represent experts in expert selection interfaces for formal helpgiving.
We took a systems research approach [4] and created a new
tool, called Find an Expert, to examine and understand expert
selection behavior. Find an Expert allows technicians to enter
a query describing the problem and returns a list of relevant
experts through text mining of case resolution logs. Our goal
for creating Find an Expert was to examine the nuances of
expert selection decisions in formal help-giving tasks. In this
paper we present insights gained from evaluating the Find an
Expert user interface to answer the following research questions with respect to formal help-giving – 1) How do users of
expert finding systems weigh expert quality and accessibility
factors in making expert selection decisions? and 2) What are
the most important expert selection criteria and how to represent them in expert selection interfaces? We answer these
questions in the context of collaborative troubleshooting of
equipment issues in an industrial organization.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows – we first provide background on expertise seeking in the enterprise and
expert finding tools. Then, we describe the expert identification method in Find an Expert and then focus on the design
rationale and features of the expert selection interface. Next,
we present results from evaluating Find an Expert with experts and field technicians from a large industrial company.
Finally, we discuss our findings and provide implications for
designing expert selection interfaces for formal help-giving
tasks in the enterprise.
BACKGROUND

Finding experts in the enterprise has long been an area of interest within HCI. McDonald & Ackerman [16] conducted
one of the first empirical studies of expertise seeking in the
enterprise. Through an extensive field study in a software
firm, they found that expert location had two major phases
– expert identification and expert selection. Expert identification is the problem of knowing which individuals in the
organization have the required skills to solve a problem. Expert selection is the problem of appropriately choosing among

people with the required expertise. We use this framework to
review the literature on expert-finding in the enterprise.
Expert indentification

Expert identification in the enterprise is a difficult problem
because of the nature of expertise itself, and how people’s
expertise grows and changes over time [16]. Qualitative studies of expertise seeking have found that both historical data
and personal networks [18] are leveraged by expert seekers.
In recent years, several technical solutions have been developed to build expert finding systems. Since employees often
use historical artifacts to identify experts [16], algorithmic expert identification from employee-generated content has been
a popular technique for designing expert-finding tools. Expert
identification has been attempted using email communications and chat messages [10] [28], curated user profiles [21],
employee-authored work documents, and social network contributions (e.g. SmallBlue [14], Referral Web [13]).
Two primary approaches have been proposed [1] in the information retrieval literature for expert identification from
employee-authored documents – 1) candidate-based approach, which builds a profile for a candidate expert based
on the relevance of the information generated by them to
the user’s query and 2) document-based approach, which retrieves all documents relevant to a user’s query and then finds
the link between documents and the authors of the documents. Recently, these information retrieval approaches have
been augmented with text mining techniques, such as topic
modeling of employee-authored documents. Topic modeling
approaches address the drawbacks of the profile-based and
document-based approaches proposed by Balog et. al [1].
The profile-based approach underperforms the documentbased approach due to two reasons. First, noisy documents
may get added to the candidate profile [1] which, though associated with the candidate, do not represent the candidate well.
Second, when supporting documents do match the candidate
well, they often do not match the topic (i.e., the whole query
concept) that the user is interested in. While the documentbased approach addresses the first drawback, it only relies on
query terms matching documents and does not consider any
semantic concepts underlying queries and documents. [17].
Momtazi and Naumann [17] show that topic modeling based
on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) outperformed several
profile and document-based approaches for expert finding.
We built on the LDA-based topic modeling approach to determine topic expertise of experts, as described in detail in
the next section under Expert Identification.
Expert selection

Understanding expert selection criteria is important for designing effective expert finding tools. Studies [29] have found
that making expert selection criteria visible in expert recommendation interfaces can significantly improve usability and
user satisfaction. An important aspect of expert selection is
balancing source quality vs. accessibility. A review [12] of
72 studies of expertise seeking in various domains found that
the results were mixed when it came to whether quality or
accessibility has a larger impact on source selection. Hence,
further research is needed to gain a nuanced understanding

of which characteristics of an expert are key to expert selection decisions, and how those characteristics should be represented in expert selection interfaces. Furthermore, studies
of expert selection have typically focused on informal helpgiving. For instance, Shami et. al [24] examined how enterprise knowledge workers weigh online profiles generate by
the IBM SmallBlue system to infer the suitability of an expert for informal help-giving. They found that participation
in social software, social connection information, and selfdescribed expertise in the corporate directory were the most
important signals used by help-seekers. Yarosh et al. [29]
conducted a follow-up study in which they enhanced the IBM
SmallBlue system to provide additional information about experts. They found that over a wide range of informal helpseeking tasks the top five most useful pieces of information
about an expert were - company division, expertise summary,
job responsibilities, job title, and geographic location. Similarly, a diary study [30] of knowledge workers seeking informal help in the same organization revealed that group, expertise, role, location, and experience, were important helperselection criterial; however these characteristics of experts
were often not adequately represented by help-giving tools.
The existing research shows that a variety of factors about
experts are used in expert selection decisions and that different expert selection criteria are prioritized depending on the
task and user context.
We were interested in examining whether the findings from
past studies would generalize to the domain of formal helpgiving. Formal help-giving is different from informally assisting colleagues in the enterprise. When experts’ job is
to provide troubleshooting help, help-giving interactions are
often documented, and experts’ reputation is tied to performance evaluations. Thus, the motivations, processes, and
outcomes of formal help-giving differ from those of informal
help-giving and few studies have examined these difference
in terms of designing expert finding tools. The existing studies of informal help-giving in the enterprise provide useful
jumping-off points, and we drew on them to iteratively design and evaluate the expert selection interface for Find an
Expert.
FIND AN EXPERT

Find an Expert was designed for technicians who perform
maintenance and repair of industrial equipment at a large,
global industrial organization. Today, when faced with technical issues in the field, technicians seek help from product
experts by filing a case in a case management tool. Experts’
formal role is to provide technical help, and they are measured on the quality and timeliness of help provided for resolving cases. Designated experts are manually assigned to
relevant cases and provide case resolution through the case
management system. Experts draw on their technical expertise and their engineering knowledge, along with enterprise
documentation (e.g., instruction manuals, drawings etc.) to
provide help. More details on the environment and culture of
help-giving can be found in Paul and Bolinger [19] .
With the proliferation of mobile devices, the organization
wanted to augment the case resolution system with tools

for real-time collaborative troubleshooting which would allow technicians to directly contact experts for problem solving [19]. The first step of real-time collaborative troubleshooting was enabling help-seekers to identify the right
experts to contact for a given problem encountered in the
field.

for all experts per equation 2, and 4) Rank experts based on
P(q|ca) and present the top ranked experts to the user.

Find an Expert allows technicians to find experts relevant to a
given problem by leveraging existing case resolution logs for
expert identification. Technicians type in keywords describing the problem they need expertise on. In response, the tool
presents a ranked list of relevant experts, along with information about the quality and accessibility of experts.
Next, we briefly describe the expert identification technique
and then focus on the expert selection interface.
Figure 1. Find an Expert architecture

Expert indentification

Given a query describing a problem encountered in the field,
Find an Expert returns the experts who have topic expertise
in that query. For this, we determine how likely is candidate
ca an expert on the input query q, denoted by P(ca|q). Per
Bayes Theorem, we can calculate this as –
P(ca|q) =

P(q|ca)P(ca)
P(q)

(1)

where P(ca|q) is the probability of candidate ca generating
the query q; P(ca) is the prior probability of candidate ca,
and P(q) is the probability of query q. Considering that P(q)
is constant and P(ca) is a uniform distribution over all candidates, P(ca|q) depends primarily on P(q|ca).
To calculate P(q|ca), we use topics as hidden variables to
model the relationship between user queries and experts. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [5] is a popular topic modeling technique that models documents as a mixture of topics
and represents each topic as a probability distribution over
words. We use LDA to extract topics from the corpus and
then use these topics to model the relationship between candidates and words in the query, similar to Momtazi and Naumann [17]. However, Momtazi and Naumann [17] assume
that a given query maps to a single topic. In contrast, we
assume that problems occurring in the field, as expressed by
queries, are mixtures of topics. Hence, we calculate the probability of candidate ca generating the query q as –


Y X



P(q|ca) =
P(w|t)P(t|ca)
(2)

w∈q

t∈T

where P(w|t) is the probability of word w belonging to topic
t; P(t|ca) is the probability of expert ca generating topic t.

Expert ranking

The expert identification process consists of the following
steps (Figure 1) – 1) Perform LDA on the case log corpus
to extract latent topics, 2) Create an expert-word matrix that
contains the probabilities P(w|ca) for all experts ca and all
words w in the vocabulary, using topics inferred in step 1.
3) When a query comes in, calculate the probability P(q|ca)

Steps 1 and 2 are performed offline and the resulting expertword probabilities are stored in a database. When a technician
types a query, the probability of each expert generating the
query is calculated in real-time and all experts are ranked by
this probability. The tool currently displays the top 5 experts
for the given query, with an option to view more experts if
needed.
We used a corpus of 22,431 randomly-selected cases pertaining to power plant equipment maintenance, submitted by
2,386 technicians and assigned to 301 experts. Each case contained the case submitter name (technician), assignee name
(expert), description of problem (entered by technician), and
comments (resolution provided by expert), along with other
meta-data about the case. Each case was tagged by the technicians with “group”, “section”, and “component” keywords
pertaining to the parts of field equipment that the problems
were related to. The group, section, and component tags were
selected from drop-down lists.
Expert selection interface

The Find an Expert interface (Figure 2) allows technicians to
enter a query and presents a ranked list of experts. Technicians can review the presented experts and select experts to
contact using mobile collaboration tools. We drew on past
research on expert selection interfaces as well as iterative design and evaluation with product experts and technicians to
design the user interface. Below, we outline the different aspects of the interface and the design rationale behind including them. We also highlight the design alternatives tried and
the design lessons learnt during iterative prototyping.
Prior work points to two characteristics of experts that
are important for expert seekers - quality and accessibility.
Hertzum [12] found that expert selection decisions are not
governed by a principle of least effort (i.e. selecting the most
easily accessible source); instead, expertise seekers aim to
strike a balance between quality and accessibility. To examine how enterprise help-seekers weighed quality vs. accessibility of experts, we included indicators of both in the Find
an Expert interface.

Figure 2. Find an Expert interface. The number of experts displayed for each query is configurable; here we show 3 experts per query.

When people are used as expertise sources, source quality has
two important components - reliability of the information and
relevance to the information need [12]. The reliability of the
information provided by an expert is often judged by referring to historical artifacts created by those experts. For instance, software engineers use work artifacts such as records
of change history of software logs to identify possible experts [16].

for each expert which was generated using their top 50 words
by LDA score [7]. However, preliminary feedback from users
revealed several drawbacks of word clouds in depicting expertise. The wordclouds did not have good discriminative
power for helping technicians compare similar experts. Also,
the wordclouds did not represent the expert in terms of the
mental model of the technicians. Thus, our preliminary findings reflected some of the drawbacks of wordclouds in representing text-based models identified in prior work [9].

To indicate reliability of the expert, we display the expert’s
query-independent expertise based on all the cases they’ve resolved in the past. A key question here is how to visually represent expertise in the expert selection interface. Most expertfinding systems based on textual analysis of expert-generated
data show textual representations of expertise, such as tagclouds [24] or wordclouds [7]. Wordclouds have been used
to represent text-based models of users due to their ability to
support impression formation [22]. Thus, in our early prototypes, we depicted topic expertise by displaying a word-cloud

We found that technicians used the domain taxonomy to describe their own expertise (e.g. “steam field engineer” or
“control systems expert”) and to formulate queries for expert search (e.g. “gas turbine bucket damage”). This hierarchical taxonomy contains group (e.g. hardware), section
(e.g. rotors), and component (e.g. wheel) of the technology that they are experts in. Cases in the case resolution
system were also tagged with keywords from this taxonomy.
Hence, we decided to use these keywords as units of analysis [9] that mapped to the expertise mental models of techni-

Expert quality

cians and experts. We replaced the word clouds by interactive
sunbursts [6]. The sunburst supports visualization and exploration of hierarchical data [26] and has been used for exploring topic-based models of textual data [25]. In Find an Expert, the sunburst of an expert visually summarizes his cases
by group, section and component. Hovering over a section of
the sunburst displays a bread-crumb trail above the sunburst
showing the percentage of the experts’ cases that pertained
to that group, section, or component (Figure 2). Preliminary
evaluations suggested that both technicians and experts preferred the interactive sunbursts to the word clouds.
In addition to overall expertise, we added a rating feature to
indicate and capture the reliability of an expert. This feature
allows expert-seekers to rate an expert on a five-star scale.
Past research found that it would be important to include
users’ self-perception or mutual ratings of expertise in expertise profiles [21]. There have been some studies of crowdsourced reputation systems for consumer websites like StackOverflow [15] and Quora [20], which allow users to rate the
quality of content produced by other users through social voting and gamification mechanisms. However, there have been
few studies of enterprise or professional crowdsourced reputation systems. The closest is LinkedIn’s Skills Endorsement
feature, which allows users of the professional social network
to tag themselves with topics representing their areas of expertise and for their connections to provide “social proof” via
an “endorse” action [3]. However, how users perceive and
use this feature has not been examined in detail. In contrast
to Skills Endorsement, Find an Expert allows user’s to rate
the overall quality of an expert as opposed to rating them on
specific skills. We were interested in examining how users
would react to crowdsourced ratings as a reputation mechanism and whether these ratings would be perceived as useful
indicators of expert quality.
Finally, to indicate how relevant the expert is to the information need, we display query-specific experience of experts by
listing up-to three most relevant cases resolved by each expert
generated by the topic modeling algorithm. Users can follow
the link to the case in the case resolution system where they
can read the details of the case. Hence, we combine querydependent and query-independent expertise indicators to provide as much information as possible about experts’ quality.
Expert accessibility

Expert accessibility has been found to be an important expert selection criteria for help-seekers during informal helpseeking tasks. Shami et al. [24] found that expert seekers use
the level of participation of employees on an enterprise social network as a way of gauging willingness to help. They
also found that help-seekers judge accessibility based on how
much profile information employees have provided in internal social network profiles. Other studies [12] have found that
having a social tie with an expert or having prior experience
working with them increases perceived accessibility. Drawing on past research [8] [30], we display several indicators of
an expert’s accessibility.
We provide a link to the expert’s enterprise social network
profile where users can view their org chart, role, group af-

filiations, and social network connections and contributions.
This link is represented by an icon of the company’s internal
social network and is displayed along with other availability
information about the expert. Our prior work [19] and discussions with technicians suggested that availability is a crucial
aspect of formal troubleshooting, especially in a global organization where experts are geographically dispersed and in
different timezones. Thus, the Find an Expert interface displays experts’ local time, location, and languages spoken to
indicate their potential availability and accessibility.
In early versions of the prototype we showed an expert’s
“busyness” level as an accessibility indicator. We used their
current caseload, in terms of number of open cases in the case
resolution system, as a proxy for busyness level. However,
experts pointed out that number of cases was not always an
accurate indication of busyness level. Experts with a large
number of cases may not be actively working on them, while
a few complex cases might keep an expert busy. Thus, experts
suggested allowing user-entered busyness level in the form of
an online status rather than automatically inferring busyness
level. In preliminary evaluations, technicians mentioned that
instead of caseload, they would use the online presence information to decide whether to contact an expert. One technician
remarked,
“If you appear online and available, I will call you if
you’re the best expert even if you have a large number
of cases.”
Hence, instead of displaying a system-generated busynesslevel, Find an Expert allows experts to set their online status
to Available, Busy or Offline. This status could also be derived from enterprise presence systems.
EVALUATION

We evaluated Find an Expert to examine how the design of
the interface supported expert selection tasks. We wanted to
learn how technicians would weigh expert quality vs. accessibility factors in making expert selection decisions and
what was the best way to represent different aspects of experts. We conducted evaluations with two user groups - experts and technicians. Interviews with experts were aimed at
getting feedback on whether Find an Expert represents experts adequately. Interviews with technicians were focused
on answering the research questions, and hence in this paper
we primarily present findings from technicians, adding findings from experts as appropriate.
Participants

We conducted 60-minute interviews with 5 product experts
(all male) and 14 technicians (1 female). The gender ratio was representative of the technician population at our organization. All participants were selected randomly from
among employees interested in evaluating advanced technology products. The age range of participants was 27–65 years.
Experts had 12–37 years of experience resolving cases while
technicians’ had 5–40 years of field experience. All participants were located in the United States at the time of the
study and were English-speaking. All experts used the case

resolution system to resolve cases as their primary job responsibility. All technicians used the case resolution system to file
cases, though their frequency of use varied. 35% of technicians used the case resolution system a few times a month,
while an equal number used it few times a week (28%) and a
few times a year (28%).
Methods

In the interviews with experts, we demonstrated the tool using five queries generated by each expert and asked them how
well the interface represented their ability to resolve technicians’ problems. Interviews with technicians were more detailed and consisted of three parts. In part one, we introduced
and demonstrated Find an Expert. In part two, we asked each
participant to try out the tool using five queries describing recent cases they had filed. As participants reviewed the results
of each query, we asked them to select upto two experts who
they felt they could contact for the given problem based on the
information presented. As participants explored the tool, we
observed their usage, and for each expert selection decision,
we asked them why they had selected the particular expert for
the given query. Finally, we asked each participant to take a
survey that asked them to rate how useful they found different
pieces of information presented about experts and why.
The evaluation was conducted with a prototype version of
Find an Expert as the tool had not been rolled out across the
organization yet. Hence, we randomly generated the expert
ratings. Also, we restricted the interface to show only 5 experts for each query; the ’Show more experts’ feature was
disabled to ensure uniform conditions for the user study. Observational data were logged using the tool and researchers
noted answers to questions asked during part two of the study.
Qualitative data were analyzed using grounded a theory approach [27] while quantitative data were analyzed using the
statistical software R. Next, we present the findings of the
evaluation.
FINDINGS

Overall, both experts and technicians were enthusiastic about
Find an Expert and agreed that it would be useful, especially
for novice technicians who were not familiar with the expert
pool. Experts verified that Find an Expert shows the most
important aspects about them for technicians to make expert
selection decisions.
Next, we examine the findings from technicians’ evaluation
with respect to observed tool usage and self-reported data.
Tool usage

Technicians’ queries ranged from 1 word to 8 words. Examples of queries were “steam turbine journal taper”, “hydrogen seal casing”, and “1st stage shroud block tuning pins”.
Though we conducted the evaluation with 14 participants,
tool usage data was logged only for 9 participants due to a
technical glitch with data logging. We analyzed a total of
46 queries from 9 technicians for the regression modeling (8
technicians executed 5 queries each and one technician executed 6 queries). This resulted in 230 (i.e., 46x5) expert
selection decisions.

We first used observed data to understand which factors affected whether an expert was selected or not. For each query
executed by technicians, they were asked to name their top
2 choices of experts to contact out of the 5 experts presented
by the tool. To examine which factors affected whether an
expert was selected or not, we conducted multiple logistic regression with the binary dependent variable being whether an
expert was selected (1) or not (0). The independent variables
were the characteristics of an expert displayed by the Find
an Expert interface, namely - online status, location and local
time, languages spoken, total number of cases, number of related cases, number of stars in the rating, and number of users
who had rated the expert.
Expert’s location was coded as 1 (same country) or 0 (different country) based on the technician’s current location.
We did not separately include timezone since location and
timezone are related and technicians were concerned about
whether experts were on shift or not, as opposed to the exact
timezone they were in. All technicians were native Englishspeakers; hence, we coded an expert’s language as 1 (speaks
English) or 0 (doesn’t speak English). We wanted to examine
whether technicians preferred experts with diverse expertise,
depicted by a more ’busy’ sunburst, or whether they preferred
experts with a narrowly-focused expertise. We used the number of sections in the sunburst of an expert (mean = 63.3, median = 50.5) as a proxy for expertise diversity, and included it
as an independent variable.
There was sufficient variability between the five experts displayed for each query. Across all queries, 61% of the time
locations of the experts’ displayed were both local and remote. For each query, 35% of the experts displayed were
’available’, 32% were ’busy’, and 33% were ’offline’, on average. For a given query, average range of expertise diversity
was 115; thus, there was a wide range of expertise diversity
among experts.
Each technician was asked to select up to two experts for
each query. Since we received more than one response from
each participant, the observations were not independent. We
used a multilevel logistic regression model with random intercept for subjects [11] using R’s glme function. However,
the results showed that the variance and standard deviation
of the random effect was 0, which suggested that there was
no participant-level variation, and all the observed variation
in the data was among-observation variance. Hence, we revised our model to a generalized linear model using R’s glm
function. The results are displayed in Table 1.
Diversity of expertise and related cases were the only factors
about experts that significantly affected whether they were
selected for a query. For each point increase in the diversity
of overall expertise (as measured by the sections in the sunburst), likelihood of being selected as an expert increases by
0.008 (p < 0.05). Thus, experts with more diverse expertise were more likely to be selected, though the strength of
the effect was low. In general, we observed that all technicians interacted with the sunburst to explore the expertise of
experts presented to them. We observed participants using
the sunburst to get an overall impression of experts’ exper-

Parameters

Intercept
Related cases
Expertise diversity
status Busy
status Offline
Location
Languages
Total cases
Rating stars
Rating users

Estimate
∗∗

−2.133
0.515∗∗∗
0.008∗
0.331
−0.467
−0.21
0.311
0
0.023
0.005

Standard Error

0.674
0.152
0.004
0.363
0.381
0.406
0.418
0.001
0.11
0.003

Overall, the app was rated high on usefulness (average score
= 4.5). The top 5 most useful indicators of expertise were
the sunburst visualization of expertise, related cases, crowdsourced rating, online presence, and languages spoken by the
expert. All of these received an average score of 4.0 or above.
Validating the findings from observed data, the sunburst and
related cases were deemed useful indicators of expert quality.
The sunburst visualization was rated useful (score ≥ 4.0) by
79 % participants. Participants reported finding the sunburst
an effective way to visually explore the overall expertise of
an expert. As one technician explained,

Table 1. Regression results for observed data. Note ∗∗∗ p < 0.001, ∗∗ p <
0.01, ∗ p < 0.05. n = 9 participants

“[The sunburst] was an easy way to sort out and navigate the expertise level without text. I really liked the
graphical interface.”

tise and to compare the experts presented. For instance, some
technicians remembered the colors that represented the areas
of expertise pertaining to their query and then compared the
size of sections with that color across different sunbursts.

Another participant mentioned that he enjoyed the interactivity of the sunburst in exploring the history of cases resolved,

Number of related cases was also significant in predicting
whether an expert was selected. For every unit increase in
related cases, probability of being selected as an expert increased by 0.515 (p < 0.001). We observed that technicians
often quickly scanned the list of presented experts by interacting with the sunbursts and then looked more closely at the
related cases solved by the experts deemed relevant.
Online status, languages, location, total cases resolved, the
number of stars in the rating, and number of users providing the rating were not found to be significant in predicting
whether an expert would be selected among the top two experts.
Self-reported data

The post-task survey was taken by all 14 technicians. We
asked participants to rate each piece of information in the
Find an Expert interface in terms of how useful it was for
making expert selection decisions. Ratings were on a scale of
1 (not useful) to 5 (very useful). Figure 3 shows the average
rating for each item.

“The sunburst was very useful as it showed me [the expert’s] range of expertise and I could explore the total
cases and percentage of cases in each category.”
The remaining technicians (21%) rated the sunburst as “neutral”. They felt that the sunburst provided broad areas of expertise while they were more interested in query-specific expertise. One technician suggested that we highlight the sections of the sunburst relevant to their query.
Related cases received a score ≥ 4.0 by 79% users. One technician said,
“The related cases was very useful as it gave me an indepth look at what [the experts] have worked on. I would
use it as the first criteria to determine who to call.”
Another participant mentioned that related case would help
him explore further the topics and related problems in the case
resolution system before deciding whether he needed to call
an expert. He said,
“I would use it to research similar cases and contact
those who have resolved related cases.”
Importantly, participants found the combination of queryindependent and query-dependent expertise to be very powerful in making expert selection decisions. One participant
said,
“The visualization with the actual cases pairs well together. The visualization can be vague to a degree
whereas the case titles are very specific.”
Crowdsourced ratings as an indicator of expert quality was
rated useful (average score = 4.0). 79% technicians rated
the crowdsourced rating useful (score ≥ 4.0) for evaluating
experts. Though technicians in early prototyping suggested
more contextualized ratings and the ability to add comments,
the 5-star scale was well-received in the final evaluation.

Figure 3. Survey data from evaluation of Find an Expert. Responses
were on a 5-point scale with 1 = Not useful, 3 = Neutral, and 5 = very
useful. Bars show mean rating with standard error. n = 14 participants.

It was important to gauge the reactions of both experts and
technicians with respect to the ratings. We found that experts and technicians responded differently to the ratings feature. All experts were comfortable with receiving ratings but

raised concerns about the potential effects of received ratings
on reputation and performance review. Hence, some experts
suggested making the ratings privately available instead of
being publicly displayed. Experts were also concerned about
potential unfairness of reviews and had several suggestions
for mitigating this, such as rating the quality of the solution
provided rather than the expert, allowing ratings by only those
technicians who had implemented solutions, allowing experts
to respond to ratings, and allowing “moderators” to moderate
unfair ratings and comments.

social network contributions and richness of profile on social
networks as the most important factors affecting expert selection decisions [24]. Technicians deemed the social network
profile and contributions of experts to be largely irrelevant to
their ability to resolve technical issues.

Most technicians were comfortable with providing ratings;
however, some technicians mentioned that they would rather
provide feedback privately to managers. Technicians felt that
ratings would give an idea about the quality of the answer
that could be expected from an expert. One technician, who
has also lately been providing assistance with resolving cases,
said,

DISCUSSION & DESIGN IMPLICATIONS

“I like [the rating feature]. I understand that it can be
skewed but I think it’s useful because people will be
fairly honest. I can say this based on the ratings I get
on my cases. Field engineers don’t give a 1 or 2 unless
I’ve truly dropped the ball.”
Technicians who rated the ratings lower than 4.0 were concerned about known drawbacks of crowdsourced ratings,
such as preferential attachment [2], which might result in
well-rated experts getting overwhelmed by requests. Combining ratings with a queuing and load-balancing algorithm
could help balance requests across experts.
With respect to accessibility features, expert’s languages and
their online presence received the highest ratings (average
score ≥ 4.0). Having a common language was important for
communication, however, technicians felt that using language
proficiency of experts as a selection criterion may be more
important for technicians who did not speak English. Online
status was important to most technicians as this indicated the
availability of the expert to solve their problem right away.
Location and local time were rated lower (average score =
3.6). Validating our prior findings during early evaluations,
technicians preferred online status to location and local time.
As one technician said,
“If they are online, it doesn’t matter where they are
from.”
It was more important to know whether they were on shift
and how much longer they would be working, so technicians
could anticipate how soon they would receive a resolution,
and follow-up advice, if necessary.
Interestingly, technicians rated the link to the expert’s social
network profile the lowest among all factors (average score =
3.1). Only 14% of technicians rated the social network link
as “very useful”. The rest of the technicians did not feel the
need to examine the role, organizational structure, or social
network contributions of experts. In their explanation of their
ratings, 57% participants said that social network information was not useful or relevant. This is in direct contrast to
findings from studies of informal help-giving that found that

Finally, we asked technicians if there was additional information they would’ve liked to see about experts in helping
them make expert selection decisions. The only request was
to provide a direct link within the tool to contact an expert.

Quality vs. accessibility of experts

Both observed and self-reported data from the evaluation
show that the most important expert selection criterion for
formal expert-finding was the quality of the expert. The most
important quality factors were overall expertise (as represented by the interactive sunbursts), evidence of related experience (as represented by related cases), and crowdsourced
judgements of expert quality (as represented by ratings). The
combination of overall expertise and evidence of past experience related to the query was considered a powerful and effective way to convey experts’ expertise in the Find an Expert
interface.
Online presence and expert’s language skills were rated the
most useful accessibility criteria for formal help-giving. An
interesting finding was that though these accessibility factors
were rated as useful, they were not found to significantly impact expert selection decisions in observed data. We think the
reason for language skills not showing up significantly during
observations was that all technicians were English-speaking
and 80% of experts displayed by Find an Expert spoke English. Further study is needed to validate the language-related
results for a different mix of English and foreign-language
users. The results indicate that while accessibility of experts
is important, expertise is the primary criterion for selecting an
expert.
While research on informal help-giving found accessibility
indicators such as social connectedness and social network
participation important for help-seekers, our results were contradictory. Technicians enjoyed working with known experts;
but they did not feel the need for social connectedness information in the Find an Expert interface. Though past research [30] found group and role information useful, only
21% technicians wanted to view the org chart. Finally, technicians did not feel the need to view experts’ social network
profile and contributions. Overall, these findings indicate that
expert quality, online availability, and communication skills
are more important to represent in expert selection interfaces
for formal help-giving, than social connectedness and approachability of experts.
Some of these findings might seem intuitive given the formal
roles and incentives of enterprise troubleshooting. However,
our study empirically validates the expert selection criteria for
formal help-giving and contributes to a nuanced understanding of how different expert selection criteria are prioritized.
Such an understanding can lead us to design better expert
search and recommendation interfaces for the enterprise.

Representing quality and accessibility in user interfaces

Our evaluation uncovered some valuable findings regarding
the representation of human expertise as derived from textual data models. We found that visualizations that map to
domain taxonomy were preferred to word-based representations of expertise. Further, our study validates that the sunburst is an intuitive visualization that allows quick navigation,
impression formation, and comparison of experts. However,
some improvements can be made to our implementation of
the sunburst, as suggested by participants. One suggestion
was to replace the percentages of cases, in the bread-crumb
trail displayed when a user hovered over a section, with absolute numbers, as the latter would be easier to interpret. When
an expert was very diverse, the sunburst had too many colors which made it hard for participants to search and recall
areas of expertise visually. Hence, the color-scheme needs to
be carefully designed for scalability and recall. Also, busier
sunbursts led to smaller sections which were harder to explore
by hovering over. To overcome this, designers could create
thresholds for elimination of sections. Finally, the hover interaction may need to be re-designed for touch screens. We
implemented one version [23] of the interactive sunburst; future work should address how this implementation can be improved to make the sunburst more usable for representing human expertise.
In terms of representing related evidence, links to details of
cases are useful as they allow expert-seekers to dig deeper
into related material and to validate the expertise of the suggested expert. Finally, simple levels of user-defined availability are preferred to automatically-inferred busyness levels.
The findings about availability and approachability indicate
that formal and informal help-giving systems have different
design considerations. For informal help-giving [24] users
need to gauge the willingness and approachability of potential
help-givers, along with expertise. In formal help-giving systems, expertise, experience, and availability are more important considerations that sociableness or approachability of experts. Similarly, in a formal help-giving system, users might
contact the most knowledgeable experts irrespective of their
busyness level or location, whereas employees seeking informal help might consider how busy an expert was or whether
it was appropriate to contact them.
Finally, rating people on their expertise is a delicate issue
for formal help-giving. When experts are in a formal helpgiving role, crowdsourced ratings have the potential to impact performance review. However, our study showed that
help-seekers are enthusiastic about crowdsourced reputation
systems for experts. Thus, a thoughtfully designed rating feature is needed that incorporates contextual information and
moderation to make the feedback meaningful for experts and
trustworthy for help-seekers. Further study is needed to examine the tensions between private and public ratings and
the effects of crowd-sourced ratings on formal reputationbuilding and performance review mechanisms.
While our study focused on a particular source of textual evidence for inferring expertise, we believe our findings are
generalizable to enterprise expert-finding systems based on

other kinds of textual data such as expert-authored documents, emails, and technical reports etc.
One limitation of our study is that we used an artificial scenario as opposed to observing real world usage of Find an
Expert during collaborative troubleshooting tasks. However,
this scenario-based evaluation methodology, used by similar
studies [24], allowed us to tease apart the nuances of expert
selection decisions. In future work, it will be interesting to
validate our findings using real-world usage data from Find
an Expert. Additionally, future work could systematically
evaluate whether variations in the placement (e.g., left vs.
center) and presentation (e.g. text vs. visual representation)
of a given piece of information affect users’ prioritization of
that information in expert selection decisions.
CONCLUSION

Few studies in HCI have examined how expert-seekers evaluate experts for formal help-giving tasks. Through the design and evaluation of Find an Expert we provide insights
about which aspects of an expert’s quality and accessibility
are important for help-seekers in collaborative troubleshooting tasks. Our work informs the design of expert selection
interfaces by highlighting 1) how help-seekers weight quality
and accessibility aspects of experts in expert selections decisions, and 2) the design considerations for expert selection
interfaces for formal help-giving in the enterprise.
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